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            Merak, your certified partner for archiving, digitising and managing your documents for over 35 years.

            For more than 35 years, we have been a leader in remote information management and specialised in the professional storage, management, digitisation and delivery of your documents and your entire archive. We are very discreet in our approach, and we pay the greatest attention to safety. In addition, we are ISO certified.
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                    Digitising
                    We digitise all your paper documents and books.
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                    Archiving
                    We store and manage your paper documents securely and anonymously.
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            Our offer?
            Document destruction, digitisation, archiving... With us, you choose one partner who can keep your physical and digital archives easily, securely and affordably for you.
            
                
                    Check out our offer
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            Order online from Merak
            Both existing and new customers can order online from us. We offer all businesses, large and small, full-service information management.

            
                
                    Order directly or request a price
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        Trusted partner
        At Merak, your information is in good hands
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                    We always offer a
tailor-made service package
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                    Your confidential information is
completely anonymous
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                    The ideal partner 
for confidential information management
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                A full-service partner for your information management, with over 35 years of experience and green at heart. We are known for our outstanding customer service and quality.
                Sustainable solutions, internally and externally. Your office is in safe hands.
                
                    Sustainable solutions, internally and externally.

                    Your office is in safe hands.

                    
                        
                            Working at Merak
                            8 vacancies
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            Archiving
            We store and manage your paper documents in the best environment and according to ISO standards.
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            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Digitising
            We scan and digitise all your paper documents and books.
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            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Document destruction
            We will destroy your paper documents securely and confidentially.
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            Document destruction
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Mail processing
            Distribute and digitise your mail more efficiently with Merak Mailroom.
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            Mail processing
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Data destruction 
            We completely erase your tapes and hard drives to prevent data misuse.
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            Data destruction 
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Archive boxes
            Our sturdy archive boxes protect your documents for years to come.
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            Archive boxes
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Digital archive (MAO)
            We store your digital documents in our ISO-certified digital archive for easy online management.
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            Digital archive (MAO)
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Backup preservation
            We keep your backups safe offline and off-site.
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            Backup preservation
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Lab archive
            We will keep your laboratory samples according to the rules.
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            Lab archive
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            ULT freezers
            Sample storage at ultra-low temperatures (ULT)
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            ULT freezers
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Degaussing
            We completely erase your tapes and hard drives to prevent data misuse.
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            Degaussing
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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            Storage of goods
            Storage of goods and materials from 1m³ via Box@Home or Flextor.
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            Storage of goods
            Calculate your price or request a quote  [image: ]
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                Frequently asked at merak
                
                     
                     
                     
                    Accounting archiving
                    Retention periods
                    Experts documents
                    ISO 9001 - Quality Management
                    ISO 14001 - Environmental Management
                    GDP for medical samples
                    Keeping patient records 
                    Archiving documents
                    Data destruction
                

            

            
                Customised advice
                You may find the answer to your external storage queries in our FAQ.
                
                    Frequently asked questions [image: ]
                
            

        

    


        
        
            
                
                    Our external storage services

                    Storage via our high volume Flextor solutions and smaller volume Box@Home solutions.
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                        Flextor
                        For businesses
                        Flexible storage & stock management tailored to your business? Since no two companies are the same, Flextor goes beyond just the storage of goods. You also manage your stock with us. A special request? Ask us. We will be happy to help you.
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                        Box@Home
                        For individuals
                        Keep your stuff temporarily, securely and yet readily available? To do this, put your trust in Box@Home's flexible, bespoke storage solutions. Choose your Box, load it up and enjoy more space in your home.
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        Merak refreshes its website
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        Box@Home's new truck with hydraulic crane: an innovative step
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        An offline golden backup: the last resort in the event of a ransomware attack
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            Certification & Compliance
            Certificates are a must for our corporate image and customer satisfaction because they prove that: Merak is the quality partner for your archives.
            
                Growing in quality every day [image: ]
            
        

        
            Legal retention periods
            
		Now was it 3, 5 or 10 years? 
		How long do you need to keep certain documents? 
		No worries. 
		We've been keeping an up-to-date overview for you for years. 
		You can download it for free from our website.
	
            
                How long should you keep your documents? [image: ]
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                I confirm that I have read the privacy policy and I agree to my data being used in accordance with it.
            

        

        
            
                
                    MERAK N.V. BELGIË
                     
                    Steenhoevestraat 6
                    2800 Mechelen
                    tel. +32 (0)15 28 40 60
                

                
                    MERAK NEDERLAND BV
                     
                    Postbus 307
                    NL-1500 EH Zaandam
                    tel. +31 (0)75-631 11 39
                

                
                    MERAK SCHWEIZ A.G.
                     
                    Buchserstrasse 34
                    CH-8108 Dällikon
                    tel. +41 (0)44-887 77 11
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